The **DragonClient** program is used purely to provide a basic interface between Dragon running on the Windows VM and the rest of Bandit’s code running concurrently on Linux. Using a simple GUI that consists only of a textbox, **DragonClient** takes output from Dragon and directly sends it over TCP to the `dragon_sr` program, a host server for microphone input.

1 General

- All of the necessary files for **DragonClient** can be found in `C:/research/`.
- By default, **DragonClient.exe** may be executed to run the program as a client of any host server running concurrently on the same machine (IP: 10.0.2.2).
- Alternatively, **DragonClient.exe** may be run through the Windows console using the command **DragonClient <hostIP>**, where `<hostIP>` specifies the IP address of the computer which is running the `dragon_sr` server.

2 Approach

- All code may be found in `tcp_client_window.cpp`, which consists primarily of native Win32 code to create a basic GUI, with a small amount of TCP code using `Boost::asio`.
- Several global variables are used for convenience: `io_service`, which runs all IO operations for `Boost::asio`, `active_socket`, the TCP socket used to connect to the host server `dragon_sr`, and `host_ip`, a character array initialized with the IP of the host server.
- `WinMain` is the main function for the program, with several goals:
  1. Parse any command-line arguments.
  2. Set up the window with an edit control.
  3. Begin listening for input messages.
- `WndProc` is the callback method for all messages detected. It is responsible for detecting the type of message, then responding accordingly. If the message type is `WM_COMMAND`, then it has the potential to be new input to the edit control from Dragon *NaturallySpeaking*. In such case, it is necessary to check if the `WM_COMMAND` was issued from the edit control (IDC_MAIN_EDIT).
- If this is true, then new microphone input has been processed by Dragon and should now be in the edit control. This input is extracted from the text area and put into a `char*`.
- The program connects over TCP, sending the input if its connection attempt was successful, then disconnects and deallocates all memory used in the operation.
- The behavior of connecting, then disconnecting to the host server for every piece of microphone data processed by Dragon is necessary to ensure that **DragonClient** does not have to restart if `dragon_sr` must restart server-side in Linux. While increasing the average time per operation slightly because we do not use a persistent connection, we maintain independence from the other components of the speech-to-text system.

3 Compiling

- Go to `C:/research/` and run `g++ tcp_client_window.cpp -IC:/boost_1_46_1/ -LC:/boost_1_46_1/stage/lib/ -lboost_system -lWS2_32 -lmswsock -D_WIN32_WINNT=0x0501 -o DragonClient` via the command prompt.